CD4 expression on activated NK cells: ligation of CD4 induces cytokine expression and cell migration.
NK cells play an important role in the innate immune response. We have isolated NK cells from human lymphoid tissues and found that these cells express the CD4 molecule on their surface at levels higher than those found on peripheral blood NK cells. To study the functional role of the CD4 molecule on NK cells, we developed an in vitro system by which we are able to obtain robust CD4 expression on NK cells derived from blood. CD4+ NK cells efficiently mediate NK cell cytotoxicity, and CD4 expression does not appear to alter lytic function. CD4+ NK cells are more likely to produce the cytokines gamma-IFN and TNF-alpha than are CD4- NK cells. Ligation of CD4 further increases the number of NK cells producing these cytokines. NK cells expressing CD4 are also capable of migrating toward the CD4-specific chemotactic factor IL-16, providing another function for the CD4 molecule on NK cells. Thus, the CD4 molecule is present and functional on NK cells and plays a role in innate immune responses as a chemotactic receptor and by increasing cytokine production, in addition to its well-described function on T cells as a coreceptor for Ag responsive cell activation.